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Introduction

Teacher education has been the subject of math criticism since the
1960s; but only within the last few years have numerous reform pro-
posals addressed the major issue of how to provide for quality in teacher
education. The improvement of schooling in this country ultimately
depends on improving the preparation and certification of school per-
sonnel, so that those who enter and remain in the teaching profession
are competent. To achieve this, three specific areas need to be
strengthened:

The evaluation of teacher preparation programs, including na-
tional accreditation and state program approval;
The requirements for entering and remaining in the profession,
including certification regulations and procedures; and
The preparation of teachers; including program entrance and exit
requirements.

This fastback will discuss changes taking place in the four major pro-
cesses involved in preparing and certifying school teachers: national ac-
creditation, state program approval, state certification, and teacher
preparation, These are in transition today. Some of the major issues at:
fecting these processes; such as teacher competency testing and teaching
internships; will be discussed, and the impact of changes in these four
processes will be examined.



The Call for Reform

widespread call for reform in teacher preparation r,nd certification
has come about because of increasing evidence that eaucation majors
are not as academically able today as they have been in the past. For ex-
ample, the national average Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) combined
verbal and mathematical score is 893. while the average score for educa-
tion majors is 813: In every state the 1982 SAT scores for high school
seniors who indicate education as their intended Ma/or ;:11 below those
enteri.ig the arts; business; commerce and communications; and the
biological, physical, and social sciences. Although there has' been a
gradual decline Of SAT scores among. students in most fields of study;
the decline for education majors in the last several years has been most

dramatic.
The problem is more severe than declining SAT scores. Several

studies have pointed to lack of rigor in admission criteria used by
teacher preparation programs ,and to declining academic ability among
beginning teachers; Studies in Texas, North Carolina; and elsewhere
have concluded that the academic ability of beginning teachers is
becoming a serious problem: Studies in the mid-1970s indicated that
most institutions denied admission to less than 10016 of the applicants to
teacher preparation programs. The criteria used for admittance were
often biographical data and interest measures. And once admitted to
programS; .students were seldom screened out. These findings have
disturbed many people; including politicians, who are not unmindful of
the large number of votes associated with issues involving education and
schooling. For example, at the 1980 Democratic-Convention the largest
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bloc of delegates and alternates wal. controlled by the National Educa-
tion Association (NEA), which represents some 1.7 million school
employees.

m Education is back on the national agenda. In 1983 a number of na-
tional reporis on education received widespread media attention.
Several of these reports called on the federal governMent to take more
active leadership in resolving problems associated with schooling and
teacher quality. The Twentieth Century Fund_Task Force report is a
good example. The report demanded that the federal governmeht take
the lead in ensuring that public school students acquire the knowledge
and skills for effective participation in a democratic society, arguing
that the federal government is in the best position to focus public atten-
tion on the vital importance of quality in sclhols. The report also made
specific recommendations for federal action to reward outstanding
teachers with both recognition and incentives to remain in school, and
to ensurethe availability of advanced training in science and math.

In April 1983 the National Commission on Excellence in Education
issued an open letter to the American people titled A Nation At Risk:
The imperative for Educational Reform: This report; and the publicity
surrounding it; has given increased impetus to some changes that have
been suggested by many educators for years. The Commission recom-
mended; for example; that:

Schools, colleges, and universities adopt more rigorous and
measurable standards and higher expectations foracademic per-
formance and student conduct;
Four-year colleges and universities raise their requirements for ad-
mission; and
Persons preparing to teach be required to meet high educational
standards; to demonstrate an aptitude for teaching, and to dem-
onstrate competence in an academic discipline:

The commission made popular several facts known to educators for
some time. For example, the report stated that: a

Not enough academically able students a:e attracted to teaching;
4) ;Teacher preparation programs need substantial improvement;



The professional working conditions of teachers are, on the
whole, unacceptable;
The average salary of teachers is wcil below that of other people
with equivalent training and experience; and
Many teachers are required to supplement their incomes with
part-time and ,ummer employment.

This report and others dramatized teacher salary inadequacies. The
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) reports that the

;average starting salaries for teachers are about 23% less than starting,
salaries for accountants and 40% less than those for computer scientists,
A teuher with a master's degree will make 44% less than an engineer
with a master's degree. According to the NEA; the 1981-82 average
teacher salary of 519,142 is more than $6,000 below what the U.S.

, Bureau of Labor Statistics considers _a mcklerate budget For a family of
four. Other 1983 reports have indicated that the average teacher's salary
nationwide is about$20,300 a year, butaverage teachers' salaries in
swo-thirds of the :tams are below this amount. According to the August
1983 Carnegie Foundation report, teachers' salaries have !lipped from
49% of total state funds for elementary and secondary education in
1972-73 to 38% a decade later.

A Nalion At Rah was rollOwed by reports from the College Board;
the Amerkan Council on Education, and several other prominent
groups. However, long berore any of these reports was released, major
studies and countless journal articles addressed problems in teacher
editeatiOh. In fact, almost every major organization related to teacher
educatica nas developed proposals for change.

in addition to the general calls for reform; a number of proposals
have focused more specifically on national accreditation; program ap-
proval; state certification; and teacher preparation; In these four areas;
proposals are more comprehensive and detailed than the general recom-
mendations in the recent national reports; and they have generated con-
siderable interest among teacher educators.

A comprehensive call for reform; The Need For Qualify; was issued
by the Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) in 1981. A consor-
tium of'14 Southern states; SREB was established by interstate compact
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in 1949 to review issues; make recommendations, and provide leader=
ship in education. An overriding concern of the SREB report is to im-
prove teacher salaries. The report cont; ins 25 recommendations, 14 of
which are pertinent to teacher preparatit n. Those 14 recommendations

I. States should develop tighter standards for admission into
teacher preparation programs; conduct performance evaluatitint Of
all' beginning teachers; and require tests for certification with
specified passing scores;

2. The need for a regional assessment of teacher selection tech-
niques should be studied.

3. The 14 SREB states should use a common test to aid in-
terstate migration of teachers. ;

4. State boards of education and state boards of higher educa-
tion in each state should evaluate teacher education programs; elim-
inate unnecessary duplication, and consolidate programs-.

5. States should require coordination between schools and
teacher education programs and sustained student exposure to the
classroom beginning with the junior year.

g. Certification should be less rigid; and all beginning teachers;
including arts and sciences graduates, should be given provisional
certification.

7. States SlidUld develop an array of incentives to attract science
and math teatherk.

8. CertificatiOn requirements should permit graduates in mathe-
matics and science who lack professional education degrees to teach
at the secondary levels.

A panel of school, college, and business personnel should be
convened to consider improvements in the development of effective
school leaders.

10; 'certification and educatibn courses for vocational claSses
should Je analyzed to determine if they are actually needed.

11. State laws should tie salary increments and recertification to
graduate education or staff development that is locally derived, state
approved; and meets teacher and school needs;

11 1
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12. :Staff deVelOpment funding f& loCal schools should be in-

creased.
13. Service to schools should be recognized by colleges itt pro- .

moting faculty.
14. State boards' Should review 'teacher education; strengthen

continuing education, and review the accreditation system,

The Council of Chief Siate SchoorOfficersjCCSSO) Ad Hoc Coin;
mince on Teacher Ce-tification, Preparation, and Accreditation sub-
mitted a revised report to the Council in November 1983: The report,
based on surveys of the staies, is divided into four sections dealing with
attracting; preparing, licensing, and retaining 'teachers and contains
more than 20 recommendations related to these areas. Citing "a ha-
tianaLernergency in teaching," th : report recommends the following in
relation to teacher preparation and licensing:

6 Statidards for teacher training should be strengthened through
state program approval;
Preparation programs should be balanced; current programs for
elementary teachers are overgeneralized and programs for secon-
dary teachers are overspecialized;
Teacher' training programs should be extended with the increased
time devoted to learning pedagogy and self-evaluation;
Policies for improving programs should be accomplisher! through
cooperative efforts and include approval of competency-baSed
programs;
States should suplort programs that provide opportunity for
talented individuals who do not complete teacher preparation'
programs to be prepared to teach;
States with life certificates should provide for periodic review as a
condition for continuing certification;
Teachers should be required to participate in staff develop-,
ment as a condition for continued certification;
StateS Should develop alternative approaches for certifying
persons who desire to enter teaching;
Accreditation standards shll be strengthened to achieve



-----------------
comparability of programs among states in order- to promote
certification reciprocity;

The American. Asszciation of Colleges for Teacher Education
. (AACTE) Provided a model for improving teacher preparation in Edit,-

ailing a Profession: Profile Of eiBienning Teacher, published in 1988:
The document proposes four ez,mponeiiti fOr an initial teacher prepara-

.
non program: general education, pre-professional study in subject areas
related to teaching (psychology), academic SPecialiiation, and profes-
sional study: _

In 1982 NEA issued its call for reform in E.-xcelleitc0 in Our Schools,
Teacher Education: An Action Mort NEA maintains that the expertise
of the practicing teacher has been missing from teather education. Pro-

, grams should have more rigorous criteria for admission and graduation,
have substantial opportunities for practice, and be approVed on the
basis of standards derived from the practice of teaching. The major pcir=

tion of the document describes standards for state approval of teacher
preparation programs; criteria for compliance; and evidence questions
for each standard. It also describes the composition and responsibilities
of an autonomous professional standards board; of which the majority
of members would be teachers.

In September 1981 representatives of the American Federation of
Teachers (AFT) testified on teacher education and retention before the
House Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education. The AFT submitted
a document that addresses the need for improving the competence of the
teaching force, accreditation, teacher education programs, teacher cer-
tification and licensure, and inservice and professional development.
Because minimal salaries, low prestige, and poor working conditions are
probable causes of education's failure to attract bright students into the
profession, the AFT document states that entrance standards fort-each-
& preparation programs must be developed and strongly enforced. The
AFT, however, opposes admissions qubtat and extended Programs.

The AFT proposed that a practicum be required Of students as soon
as they enter the teacher preparation program, whi luld require
much greater collaboration between schools of edutatii.h, and the public
schools: A one- to two-year internship prior to permanent certification
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was also supported by the AFT, as was the use of a written examination
that tests the level of literac, knoWledge of 'subject matter, and
pedagogy to qualify for entrance into the profession and prior to accep-
tance into a teacher internship program.

The Education Commission of the States (ECS), a nonprofit organi-
zation formed by interstate compact to further working relationships
among governors, state legitlatort, and educators, issued a 1982 report
titled "Raising Teacher Quality Levels:" Recognizing that there are
serious problemS, ECS recommended the examination of minimum sal-

ary scheduleS and suggested that solutions depend on funding. A related
issue is whether to target state funds for salaries for certain kinds of

teachers.
ECS recommended tougher admission standards for teacher educa-

tion, a Screen or test before certification, an internship prior tocertifica-
tion, different levels of certification in the initial teaching years, and
renewal of certification at specified intervals. The ECS report also
recommended that grants; scholarships; or low-interest loans be given to
high-quality teacher candidates and that schools of education be held
accountable by a state board or commission that would monitor institu-

tional performance and establish controls. New funding formulas for
schools of education may need to be devised, according to the report.

The Educational Testing Service (ETS), a private nonprofit organi-

zation that is active in teacher testing through the National Teachers Ex-

amination: published a call for reform titled "Teacher Competence" in

a 1982 issue of Focus. This monograph referred to a crisis of com-

pet c the diminishing talent _001, the salary gap, stress in the profes-
sion, ' the fact that many critics belieVe the problem is deeply rooted

in the V. y teachers are trained. A conclusion was that manj, of our cur-

rent b t teachers Will soon leaVe the profession and it will be filled

with a lneration of ill-prepared students:
ETS hile recognizing that higher-salaries are the key to attracting

top p ple to teaching, recommended higher admission standards and
tougher curricula in teacher education schools. A major thesis of the
Monograph was that five-year programs and other quality innovations
may attract brighter undergraduates and that a rigorous teacher educa-

tion program would draw quality students.
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The issue in all of these calls-for reform is how to improve the quality
of teachers; Although the various recommendations are wide ranging; a
number of suggestions appear in several reports; Recommendations
most frequently cited are examinations for teachers; improved selection
and admission criteria; accreditation; evaluation of teacher education
programs, coordination of programs between schools and teacher edu-
cation programs, recruiting highly capable individuals; increased
teacher salaries, internships, extended .programs; and improved state
funding for teacher education programs.

Although we are witnessing a new wave of reform in teacher educa-
tion, many of the current suggestions for reform are not new. What is
-new is the recognition that reform cannot be limited to one level of
schooling or to one segment of society. SctiRol, university, business, and
political officiate are now realizing that they must work together to im-
prove several facets of teaching simultaneously, from selection and ad-
mission criteria to increased salaries and professional development of
master teachers.. Improvement will take time and effort, and it will cost
money. Education has become a national issue; it now will have to
become a national priority: For this we can thank not just the critics
but; more importantly; thoie groups and organizations that have devel-
oped propoials and legislation to address specific problems: Also;
grassroots educators are finally getting more involved in pressing for
changes: This is a healthy situation and one that might finally lead to
changing some basic societal priorities;

15



Reforms iii National Accreditation

ne way to improve the quality of teachers is to strengthen the na-
tional accreditation standards used in evaluating teacher education pro-
grams.

There are two main types of accreditation: regional and program.
Regional accreditation evaluates the adequacy of a college or university
as a whole. Regional accrediting associations look at an institution's ob-
jectives, program, financial sources, faculty, library, and other features
and make a -determination as to the adequacy of the institution in
meeting established Standards. For the purposes of regional accredita-
tion, the country is divided into six regions: New England, Middle
States, North Central, Southern, Northwest, and Western; Since region-
al accreditation does not focus specifically on teacher education; it has
not received attention in the reform proposals;

Program accreditation; also referred to as professional accreditation;
concentrates on specific professional fields such as medicine; law; nurs-
ing; theology; business; optometry; and teacher education. Program ac-
creditation is national.in the sense that the standards for accrediting a
program are the same across the country.

Program accreditation in teacher education is the responsibility of
the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
iNCATE). NCATE's Standards for the Accreditation of Teacher Edu-
atiori are used to evaluate teacher preparation programs. The process
for using NCATE's Standards has been in place for several years. The
general steps in the process are:



I. An institution requests that its teacher education prograni be
considered for initial accreditation or reaccreditation.

2. After receiving the necessary materialS and instructions from
NCATE, the Institution conducts a selestudy and prepares an in-
stitutional report. The sell study usually starts about 18 months
before the visit by the NCATE team. The institutional report is de-
veloped according to NCATE Standards.

3. The dates for the visit are set.
4. The institutional report is due 60 days before the visiting team

inspects the program.
5: About 30 days before the visit, the visiting team chairman

visits the campus to check on the adequacy of the institutional report
and the availability of needed supporting data and persons and to
make preparations for the visit:

6: The visiting team is on campus for three days: During this
period the team validates the institutional report and assesses the
strengths and weaknesses of the various programs through interviews
and examination of records and other data. The team prepares a re-
port that summarizes strengths and weaknesses related to the Stan-
dards and the degree to which each standard is met.

7. Within 21 days after the visit, the final team report is edited
and sent to the NCATE office; which in turn forwards copies to the
institution.

8. The institution has 21 days to prepare a response to the team
report. This gives the institution an opportunity to note in writing
any inaccuracies, misleading statements, or other inadequacies.

9. Copies of the institutional report, the team report, and the in-
stitutional response are sent to NCATE for consideration at its next
meeting.

NCATE accreditation follows a seven-year cycle.. During' the fifth
year of the cycle, the institution prepares an update of its earlier institu-
tional report and a visit is made by a team of two to four members.
Following the visit, the team prepares a report and recommends either I)
extension of the current accreditation period for five additional years
before a full-scale visit is held or 2) that an evaluation based on a new in-
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stnutional report be conducted in the seventh year as previously
khedUled. The later recommendation must he based on weaknesses
documented by the team.

Within the last few years, there have been increasing complaints
about the NCATE process. The process is costly and there is some ques-
tion as to its value. Some teacher educators have concluded that ac-
creditation by NCATE is not very important for the employment of
graduates:

A 1980 study titled NCATE: Does It Matter ?; published by the In-
stitute for Research on Teaching (IRT) at the Michigan State University
College of Education; reported that

The NCATE approach determines only if tasks are performed,
not if they are performed well;
NCATE Standardsare vague, key terms are undefined, and the
evidence suggested to demonstrate standards is insufficient;
Standards are applied inconsistently;
NCATE's effect on program quality is limited because its power
base of professional authority is weaker than the economic or
legal authority exercised by other "levers of power" that affect
professional preparation programs.

However, the IRT and other studies do recognize some of ,NCATE's
strengths. In particular, they recognize that:

The NCATE process generally uncovers problems in inferic 3i!4To-c
grams (as judged by NCATE Standards); .

The process is conducted in a professional and objective manner
in which participants take responsibilities seriously; and
Institutions tend to modify their programs to be in compliance
with NCATE Standards.

In A Prbposed Accreditation System, the American Association of
Colleges for Teacher Education Committee on Accreditation Alter-
natives summarized the concerns about NCATE:

The Standards lack clarity:
Some Standards are inappropriate (are more like preconditions)

18' _
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and ignore critical factors (for example, student-faculty ratios and
other indicators of how the resource base is deployed);
Team size is too large;
Team composition is based more on organizational representa-
tion than on experience, skill, and understanding of the type of
institution being visited;
NCATE reviews are redundant since institutions are also subject
to required state reviews, and articulation is lacking between
NCATE and state review standards;
The costs involved are excessive for a voluntary review; and
Not enough distin. ion is made between initial accreditation and
reaccreditation in terms of the materials prepared, the scope of
the visit; and the criteria applied:

Although the NCATE process is costly and its Standards need refine-
ment, NCATE is still likely to remain an active force in teacher educa-
tion for years to come. In fact, if economic constraints continue in
education, the influence of NCATE may increase as weaker programs
go out of business. ;

The American Association of College&fdr Teacher Education
(AACTE) recognizes that reforms in teacher preparation and certifica-
tion will require some changes being made in NCATE processes and
Standards-. Its Task Force on Accreditation Alternatives has developed
an alternative to the current NCATE system. The principles of the
AACTE proposal are listed below.

Principle I: Accreditation decisions should be made for the teacher
education unit. "Unit" is defined as the administrative structure direct-
ly responsible for policy and implementation of professional education
programs leading to initial certification of teachers and other profes-
sional school personnel as well as advanced programs. A unit is normal-
ly a school, college, or department of education (SCDE). Of course, in
assessing the quality of units, programs will have to be evaluated and
weighed against standards, as has been done in the past; but the sugges7
tion here is that approval be given for entire units instead of individual
programs. Under this plan, different programs within the same unit
would not receive indepen,:ent accreditation.
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Principle 2: Continuing accreditation should replace the current con-
cept of reaccreditation. Currently, NCATE accreditation follows a
seven-year cycle, with an evaluation during the fifth year of the cycle,
that leads to either five additioaal years before a full-scale visit or a visit
in the seventh year as previously scheduled. The AACTE recommenda-
tion calls for a distinction to be m, le between the processes for seeking
initial accreditation and thoSe for intinuing accreditation. Elaborate
institutional reports would be requirt a only for initial visits, and annual
reports and updates of the institutioni. I r: port would replace the present
reports for continuing accreditation r views. The AACTE believes that
annual monitoring of data would ensure that accredited teacher educa-
tion units maintain high quality. Every three years an NCATE audit
committee would review data-bank information for evidence of con-
tinued accreditation; and every six yearsa review team would study the
information and an updated institutional report and would visit the
campus.

Principle 3: Articulation between state approval and national ac-
creditation needs to be improved. Currently, this articulation may or
may not be present. The,.: recommendation is for states, not NCATE, to
focus on individual programs leading to certification. National ac-
creditation should focus on the professional education unit.

Principle 4: Visiting team members should be selected from a board
of examiners whose members are skilled in evaluation and trained in
NCATE processes and standards. These board members would serve
three-year terms and would participate in two or three campus visits per
year. They would be drawn equally from NEA, AACTE, and other
NCATE constituent members; and their selection would be based on
demonstrated expertise in teacher education, teaching, research, and
evaluation. Teams for initial campus visits would average five members,
and sixth-year teams would have three members. This recommendation
cuts the size of visitation teams significantly since current teams range
from six to fiftee" members, depending on the size of the institution and
the number of programs to be evaluated.

Principte 5: Five unit-focused standards would replace the current six
_sets of standards for basic and advanced programs. The recommenda-
tion here is to eliminate sub.-standards within families of standards and



the overlap between basic and advanced categories: The new standards
would focus on more generic characteristics of teacher education pro-
grams and the institutional context within which they operate. The basic
goal would be to determine the overall quality of the units' efforts in:

1. Operation and Resources
the unit's leadership, membership, and functions, and the

relationshiP to other campus units
faculty responsibility for formulating curricula and for selec-
tion, retention, and promotion of its members
administrative structure to accomplish the at
Meal and physiCal resources and fiscal support as compared
with state, regional, and national norms
commitments to multicultural education and affirmative ac-
tion as well as activities designed to make students aware of
racism, ageism, sexism; handicaps; anc' other obstacles to
educational opportunity

2. Facult;
number of faculty
faculty scholarship and service to the profession

3. Students
.

process by which the unit assesses the quality of its programs
and uses that information .

screening for the profession through admissions, retention,
and graduation standards
admissions flexibility by which established norms may be
waived for special cases, experimental programs, or unique
enrollment profiles to show that high standards of profes-
sional competence are Maintained

4: Knowledge Base
preparation programs for professional school personnel used
to assess the quality of the unit
education research findings as the bases of curricula, instruc-
tion, and practice
theories underlying programs

21
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5. Relationship to Practice
program's relationship with conditions in schools, and incor-
pbration of practitioners' expertise
relationships with schools, professional organizations,
teacher associations, and other agencies
efforts to minimize the gap between theory and practice

Principle 6: The AACTE further recommends that the NCATE An-
nual List, a listing of NCATE accredited programs; be expanded to
Include a description of the accredited units and data to indicate the sup-
port level for professional, education programs. This expanded list
would also include a statement of the characteristics of units and pro-
grams.

NCATE is currently working to incorporate these AACTE principles
into the NCATE system. Of course, changes made in the national ac-

.; creditation process and Standards will not necessarily result in better
teachers or practice; but if they are implemented in conjunction with
changes in other processes affecting the preparation of teachers, then
the likelihood of improvement in the quality of teachers and schools in-
creases; A comprehensive approach is needed.

22



Reforms in
State Program Approval

Programs for the preparation_ of teachers are evalureed by state
regulations and program approval standardt, which results in granting
or denying authorization to recommend teaching certificates or en-
dorsements or to grant credit toward these. State program approval
usually, refers to evaluation of e higher education institution's teacher
preparation program, but programs offered by local districtS for cer-
tification credit also require state approval.

State program approval is mandatory. Institutions cannot offer cer-
tification programs or credit for certification purposes without this state
approval. The state has the legal authority for this approval; which is
condUcted to protect the public interest;

State approval of teacher preparation programs requires each pro-
gram to be approved in the certification area to which it relates; Pro-
gram approval standards thus have a direct influence on the teacher
Preparation curriculum ad the quality of the graduate; The reform of
state program approval is therefore an important part of upgrading
teacher preparation.

AU states have some type of procedures for approving programs.
However, according to a 1979 survey by the Interstate Certification
Project, Montana, Michigan, Nevada, and North Dakota do no: have a
requiremeffor periodic, on-site evaluation.

Serious questions have been rallied about the effectiveness of state
program review. Generally, the state sends an evaluation team that
recommends approval status to the state board or state commission,
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which makes the actual decision. In some instances politics dictate the
ultimate decision, and it is very rare when an institution is denied state
approval. Legislators may, in effect, require that institutions in their
distncts no: be put out of business. This is a fundamental weakness itt
state program approval. On the other hand, many significant im-
provements reiulr when a strong review process is in place:

A number of changes are being proposed to strengthen state program
approval. One such effort is required examinations for all program
graduates: The results of the examinations are part of die data used to
evaluatz tt..eacher education institution and its programs. Florida re-
quires that a state approved program must have 80% or more of its,-
graduates passing a certification examination; or the college will lose its
approved program status. Use of examinat: ,ns for program approval
has been approved in concept by the Michigan State Board of Educa-
tion. Although' there has been some discussion regarding the nced for
program approval if examinations are required; at this point it appears
thin examinations may become part of the program approval process.

Another effort to strengthen state program approval is a proposal by
the Teacher Education Council of State Colleges and Universities
(TECSCU). This group suggests that state program approval systems
themselves should be evaluated or accredited by some external agency.
Standards would be established to determine the effectiveness of state
systems. This proposal is' not likely to be pursued because states strongly
protect their legal authority in this domain. However, a professional in-
fluence could _be exercised by an organization such as the National
Association of State Directors of Teacher Education and Certification
(NASDIEC), but no such effort is currently underway.

Perhaps the most significant current activity to reform state program
approval is the effort by the NEA described in EXC :Itence In Our
Schools, Teacher Education: An Action Ptan, which pronoses a set of
Standards for approving teacher education programs; NEA is working
v:ill 10 state affiliates to pursue the implementation of the proposed
standards and to ensure that the state program approval systems meet
these standards: The states are AlabamaArizona, Florida; Georgia; In-
diana; Iowa; Kansas; Montana; Texas; and Virginia. This effort is only
in its initial stages:
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The NEA Standar& Tor approVing programs are divided into five
categories: I) program 'planning, 2) program implementation; 3) pro-
gram personnel, 4) program content, and 5) membership in the profes-
sion. Each category contains standards with criteria for compliance and
evidence questions. An example of one standard for program planning
is:

Standard: The purpose of the program is to prepare beginning
teachers to functic.3 effectively when beginning practice.

Criteria for Compliance

1. The stated goals of the program. as evidenced in he plan; are to
prepare beginning teachers to function effectively.

2. Theobjeeves of the , rogram, derived from the goals, include pro-
viding field-based experiences and ways to apply the knoWledge baie
to classroom activities.

3. The program includes providing content and skills which teachers .

have identified as being necessary for beginning practice.

Evidence Question

1. Does the plan include classroom application strategies accompanying
each sc.:. of !earnings offered? .

Does the plan include opportunities to practice what is being Wight?

3. Does the plan include sequenced field based experiences throughout
the program?

4. Does the plan provide for education students to participate in direct
classroom activities throughout the program?

5.- Does the_plan identify the number of teachers (and thee specialty
area and the teacher organizations the college of education consulted
with in developing the plan?'

.

The NEA states that teacher education programs should be approved
at two levels: nationally, through NCATE, and at the state level;
through an agency such as a professional standards board. The national
system is concerned with broader issues (facilities, resources, personnel,
etc.), and the state system reviews the program contenr to ensure that
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4.4

beginning teachett have the capability to begin practice within that

state:
-The NEA calls for the establishment in each state of a legally

autonomous agdncy'suCh as,a professional standards Ward, with teach-
ers who are,NEA members constiwting the majority of the board; The
powers of the board as described in Excellence in Our Schools provide
for fikal independence and, direct reporting to the legislature;

This NSA proposal could have a significant impact on state program
approval standards, procedures, and governance; depending on the in-
fluence of the NEA affiliate in each state. The impact is likely to be

greater on changes in standards and procedures, which are content
quality issues,' than on-governance,. w 's a politicalissne.

't*
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Reforms in State Certification

Each state has the legal authority to license or certify an individual to
teach in the elementarY and secondary schools. Certification verifies
that an individual hat tatitfactorily completed the requirements for a
given certificate and ensures the public that only properly trained people
are allowed to instruct -children and youth.- Completion of the courses
and e riences specified in certification requirements is assumed to be
suffici evidence of ability to teach. In Most states certificates must be
renewed; advanced certifitatet are granted by completing additional
coursework; 0

Teacher certification is undergoing tontiderible revision to impros;e
the quality of those who enter and remain in the profession. Almost all
state certification systems are in some State of flux, but at least 26 states
have recently initiated major reforms in teacher certification. The
reforms receiving considerable attention are examinations, internships,
and certificate renewal.

Eicaniinations

The 1981 Galittp PUll revealed that 843/4 of those surveyed believe
that teachers should be required to pass a state examination in the sub-
ject they will teach. J.T. Sandefur, dean of the College of Education at
Western Kentucky University, has studied the practice of teacher com-
petency qtarninatians and concludes that it is growing rapidly. He found
that very little testingof teachers was dOne Until 1977, when a Louisiana
statute prescribed an examination in English proficiency, pedagogical

-
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knowledge, and knowledge of subject area specialization for purposes

of certification. In 1973 Florida and Georgia began to develop pro-
great's; six more states took action in 1979; five more in 1980; and six

more in 1981: In 1982 nine additional states joined the movement; In
1982, 27 states had either legislative or state department mandates for
state competency tests for teachers, and nine states reported serious

study of such action.
Tests mandated by the states vary in their purpose. Some are used for

admission to teacher preparation programs, some to determine eligibili-

ty for a teaching certificate. Sandefur's survey indicates that 21 states

test or plan to test applicants fcir admission to teacher preparation pro-

grams in order to ensure competency in basic communication and com-

putational skills.
Twenty-eight states test or plan to test teacher candidates prior to the

issuance of a certificate. This type of test, sometimes referred to as an

"exit examination," hat received much attention in the media and is
mentioned in many of the reform proposals reviewed earlier in this
fastback. The purpose of this type of test is to ensure that those who

enter the teaching profession have the basic knowledge in those areas
considered fundamental to effective teaching. Such tests cover batic

skint (communication and mathematics skills); professional knowledge

(teaching), and academic proficiency (subject area specialization).

Sandefiir't Study shows 27 states test or plan to test basic skills; 21 test

or plan to test professional skills; 20 test or plan to test academic skills;

15 states require tests both for admission to teacher education programs

and prior to certification;
A variety of tests are being used for these purposes. Seventeen states

are using or' considering using nationally standardized tests such as the

National Teachers Examination (N1 E), the American College Test

(ACT); the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), or the California Achieve-

ment Test (CAT). Accoiding to the Sandefur study, 16 states have or

are developing their own tests, the most notable being the tests
developed in Georgia and Florida.

Another variety of testing is in the form of state-level teacher per-
formance evaluation policiet. Lou ICI: Carey indicates that 27 states

have state-level policies for the evaluation of teachers; The extent to
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which these are related to certification was not reported. Sandefur,
however, reported on-the-job assessment of performance fOr certifica-.
tion in 10 states. These on- the -job evaluations usually occur during in=
ternship programs.

Internglips

Another movement to strengthen the state certification process is the
internship program: The internship is intended to provide support for
new teachers in their year (or years) in order to ensure a smooth
transition into full-time practice; to provide opportunities feir fiirther
professional development; and to assess the skill leVel of beginning
teachers. Sixteen states are studying or have implemented internship
programs as part of the teacher certification system. The Anierican
Federation of Teachers adopted a position statement at its annual con=
vention in 1982 that provides for a one- to two-year internship in order
to receive a permanent certificate.

Internship programs (sometimes called induction or beginning.
teacher programs) usually involve a regular full-time 'assignment with
salaries at the first-year level. An intern certificate may be issued for this
period. The intern is provided support and is assessed by another
teacher or a team such as an administrator, teacher; and university
representative. A regular certificate is issued after completion of the in-
ternship and a succesSful evaluation. Internship Programs vary from
state to state.

Certificate Renewal

Renewal of certificates or recertification has been the target of
reform because of the perceived need to revitalize the existing instruc-
tional work force, which has a higher average age than 10 years ago; In
1970 almost 17% of all teachers were under 25, but by 1980 only about
8% were under 25. The median age M 1976 was 33; in 1981 it was 37.

The.trend in certification is for states to move away from permanent
certification toward periodic renewalS and even optional ways to renew
certificates. Some states, such as Minnesota, are allowing alternatives to

"graduate credits for renewal. InterVice education of teachers has been
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Undergoing a radical shift in the laSt several years, away from university

programs to state and local progiatriS for teacher recertification. A

study by Michael D. Row Is and Mad lyii L. Hanes found that of the 36

states responding; only 25% reipiired college courses for recertification,

and 33% allowed renewal requirements to be met solely by attending

school district activities and programs: One-sixth of those responding

required teachers to Participate in both district-conducted activities and

coursework. ROWIS and Hanes report clear evidence of a na-

tional trend toward local school districts assuming a major role in

teacher professional development and recertification.
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Reforms in Teacher Preparation

he teacher preparation curriculum is influenced Significantly bY
state standards; and as these standards have changed; so have the Stan=
dards utilized by most teacher, ,preparation programs themselves. The
preparation programs are generally considered to be the training arm of
the profession, the point at which theory and standards are translated
into practice and procedures. This is where changes are needed if
teacheit are to improve their skills.

An AACTE survey of schools, colleges, and departments of educa-
tion (SCDEs), published in the July/August 1983 Briefs; indicated that
SCDEs were:

raising standards for students entering teacher education pro-
. grams;

changing some program components and structure;
strengthening program evaluation;
offering faculty and staff developmtnt activities; and
dOordinating with field-based educators and with educators from
Other academic disciplines on campus.

The survey indicated that if tel.Jol qualitY is to improve, SCDEs can-
not concern themselvet merely with their own Studefitt, prbgram, and
facility. They must also increase student interest ire teacher education;
maintain "field specific" balance its teacher supply and dernand;
educate the public; and force tow quality institutions out of teacher
preparation.
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According to the Chronicle of Higher Education (7 September 1983),

during the last five years 85% of SCDEs have taken steps to improve_the

quality of their teacher education programs. About 75°/o have raised

their entrance requirements: The California State University system, for
example, recently approved a policy that .called for the 19 campuses to

make admission to education programs more rigorous, to require

teacher candidates to demonstrate competence in subject matter and

basic skills; and to develop a two-step teaching credential with a provi-

sional certificate for beginners and full rofessional credentials for ex-

perienced teachers.
The direction of change in teache preparation programs in the last

few years has been clear. Across the nation the entrance and-exit re-
_

quirements for teacher preparation programs are,becoming more rig-

orous: In the 1960s and early 1970s the concerns we_re quantitative; i.e.;
producing the large number of teachers needed in the schools: Now the

situation is much different. The concerns are qualitative and control

mechanisms are being implemented.
Entrance requirement changes in Indiana are typical. In Indiana

there are fotr major state universities and about 30 smaller colleges and

universities that prepare teachers. In all four major state institutions

(Ball State University, Indiana State University; Indiana University, and

Purdue University), and most of the smaller programs as well, the en-
__

trance_requirements for teacher education programs have been stiffened

Since Ride§.46 47 became effective in 1982. Rules 46-47, which were

adopted a .d promulgated by the Indiana State Board of Education
Commission on Teacher Training and Licensing; require all teacher

pre-- -ration programs to provide early and continuing field,experiences.

Individual programs are encouraged to be innovative and to reflect
unique institutional approaches while still meeting state minimum re-

quirements: Coarsework in reading and additional work -in written and

oral communication are required for all teacherS. In effect, thi entire

state teacher preparation system was revised. Since then, different in-
stitutions have gone even further to upgrade their own pro"ram stan-

dards and expectations.
At Ball State, a GPA of 2.4 is required to enter the elementary educa-

tion curriculum; the old standard was 2.2. Admission into student-
.



teaching now requires a 2.5 GPA (formerly 2.2); while certificaticA in
elementary education now requires an overall GPA of 2.5 (formerly 2.2)
and a 2.7 in professional education courses. Secondary education
students need a 2.6 GPA in professional education courses if they are to
be recommended for certification.

At Indiana State University a 2.2 overall GPA_LS required of all
teacher education graduates (the old standard was 2.0). Studentt are re:
quired to have a 2:2 in subject matter courses with no grade less than a
C. In 1983 two new content courses were added to the professional se-
quence: Multicultural Education and Special Students in Regular
Classrooms. The ISU School of Education is also beginning a program
to measure student proficiency in math and English.

thdiani University's new teacher education standards became effec-
tive in August 1983. Several significant changes were made; including:

Admission into the teacher education program now requires a 2.3
overall GPA (the previous standard was 2.0);
Students are now sequired to pass a test of reading and writing;
Elementary education students are now required to pass a ttan-
dardized math test;
A new system to detect unsatisfactory progress is now used to
monitor students.

Purdue UniVersity .has recently raised the GPA required to get into
math and special education programi. For entrance and retention in
'teacher training programs, Purdue is now using a screening procedure
for oral expression, speech and hearing, math, andwiting. SAT mathe-
matics scores are also used for admission. Students scoring less than 450
on the SAT mathematics section must pass a college-level math course.

Other states have also upgraded teacher preparatiOn programs. New
York has an extended student internship requirement. More rigorous
entrance requirements for education majors have been legislated in
Florida, North Carolina; and Tennessee. Preservice exit examinations
and certification tests are now required in such states as Alabama;
Arizona, Arkansas; Florida, Georgia; New York; Oklahoma; South
Carolina, and Virginia.

With more stringent teacher preparation requirements, fewer low
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quality teaching candidates will enter the programs and graduates
Should have better Skint. For example, at Northern Illinois University,
one_of the five largeSt teacher preparation institutions in the nation, all
studentS planning to major in education are required to pass the locally
deVelOped Basic Skills Competency 'fest. Since May 1982, more than
1,200 students have taken the test; but only 67% of those students have

passed it.
These examples of changing entrance requirements are representative

of what is going on across the country. Teacher educators are working
to improve teacher training standards, to increase the qualitY of
graduates; and to improve practice in schools.

3.4
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Case Studies of Successful Reforms

To illustrate the various reform activities now going on, this section
presents case studies of two state systems and a university program.
Although no one state or institution is pursuing all of the reforms 'den-
tifild, some have incorpbrated several of these reforms into their
systems:

Florida

Legislation passed in 1978 and in subsequent years has established
several new components in Florida's teacher education system. Institu-
tions must provide early field experiences and improve their admiAions,
counseling, and retention policies. Florida also requires -a score at the
40th percentile in basic skills on a nationally standardized college en-
trance examination (for example, 835 ran the Scholastic Aptitude Test)
as a minimum requirement for students entering a teacher education
program. Since instituting this basic skills requirement, there has been a
25% overall decline in the number of students entering teacher prepara-
tion and a 92% decline in the number of minority students.

All teacher candidates seeking certification must demonstrate
mastery of essential generic and specialized teaching competencies on a
written examination. The examination covers competency in reading;
writing, and fundamental math concepts; comprehending patterns of .
physical, social, and acadeMic development in students; and recognizir'
the needs of exceptional students. The written examination must be
taken by a teacher education major prior to graduation.
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At least 80% of the graduates of a teacher education program must
. pass the Florida Teacher Certification Examination or the college will

lose its approved program status. In 1983 Florida withdrew approval
from 38 teacher preparation programs at 18 colleges and universities
because less than 80% of their graduates passed the exam. -

Teaching certificates in Florida are now limited to five years. Cer-
tificates may be renewed for five years afier_completion of appropriate
additional study.

Another important component of the Florida system is the intern-
Ship/beginning teacher program, which became effective I July 1982. A
requirement for the initial regular teaching certificate is successful
cbmpletiOn of a one-year beginning teacher program. Three years of sat-
itfactory bUt=bf=State teaching experience may be substituted for the be-
ginning teacher program. The purpose of the program is to provide a set
of Supervited support services for first-year teachers; to assist them in
their prpfessional development; and to verify satisfactory performance

state - identified generic teaching competencies:
A Beginning Teacher Performance Measurement System Handbook

is being developed to provide standardized procedures for conducting
systematic observations and performance evaluations. Research on
teacher effectiveness is being integrated with the Florida generic teach-.
ing competencies. Also formative (for spotting specific weaknesses) and
summative (for :_:entifying immediate needs) evaluation hstruments are
being developed.

Oklahoma

Oklahoma'S reform effort is embodied in legislation (F1.13: 1706);
Which became fully effective in February 1982; It calls for I) raising the
standards for admission to colk. of education, 2) requiring competen-
cy examinations in subject areas before graduation; 3) mandating an ---
entry -year internship prior to certification; 4) monitoring the beginning
teacher's performance by a team representing the profession, and 5)
providing for the continuing education of teachers and teacher
educators;

H.R. 1706 requires competency in oral and written English and a
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minimum GPA for entrance into a teacher education programA:1 pro-
spective teachers are required to pass an examination appropriate to
their teaching specialty or level. They may take the examination as often
as they wish, but they may not enter an internship without passing the
test.

After graduating and passing the examination, the teacher candidate
is granted a license, rather than a certificate, and may serve as an entry-
year teacher at full pay and with full responsibilities. During the intern--
ship year the teacher is supervised by an entry -year assistance committee
composed of a principal; a consulting teacher; and a teacher educator:

Local boards of education must provide a professional development
program for teachers and administrators in their districts: Should staff
fail to meet the professional development requirements; their contracts
may not be renewed or their raises may be denied.

In addition; all full-time college of education faculty members; in-
cluding the dean; are required to serve once every five years in a state-
accredited public sc' for the equivalent of at least one half-day per
week for one semester in responsibilities related to their college teaching
fields.

University of Louisville

The teacher preparation program at the University of Louisville has
developed reading, writing, and mathematics proficiency standards and
tests to.be used for admitting candidates into teacher education. At least
twelfth-grade proficiency is expected in each of these areas. The pro-
gram relies on a combination of nationally standardized and locally
developed exams to judge competency.

Before admittance into the teacher preparation program, the can-
didate's basic skills are assessed in oral communication, written com-
munication, reading, and computation. For oral communication skills,
a speech course (with a grade of C) or a speech proficiency examination
must be passed. Written communication is assessed by asking students
to respond in writing to a problem situation. The response is graded by a
committee of the School of Education chaired by a professor of English
education using the p ocedures developed by the Educational Testing
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Service for evaluating writing samples. A nationally normed test;
Degrees of Reading Power Test; is used to assess a teacher candidate's
reading competencies; and a locally developed math computation test is
used to assess computation skills.

In addition to these basic skills; the Undergraduate Standards and
Admissions Committee examines other evidence of commitment to the
profession; proficiency in human relations, and student flexibility and
adaptability in unique situations. Written recommendations, course
grades; advisor information, and applicant input are considered. AP=
plicants to the teacher education program must also have a physical et=
am, a speech test, a vision test, a hearing test, and tuberculosis and
VDRL tests. Ail individual interview with a faculty member is also re-
quired.

At the University of Louisvilie a 2.25 CPA is required for admittance
into teacher education. ACT scores are also used and data collected in-
dicate that the mean scole for teacher education students is above tUe
national average.

The Se reforms at the University of Louisville are part of a larger
Statewide effOrt in Kentucky to improve the quality of teaching can-
didates. The increased standards appear to be having an impact on the
quality of candidates in the teacher preparation program; During the
1982-83 academic year no7o of the applicants were denied entrance into
teacher education;_while 60% of the student.-, who were accepted had a
GPA of 3:0 or above Both the short-term and lorig-term effects of thest.
more rigorous standards are positive.
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Will the Reforms Make a Difference?

The changes taking place in national, accreditation, program ap-
proval; state ccitification, and teacher preparation should help to im-
prove the quality of teachers in schools; But other changes will also have
to take place. Salaries will have to increase; and recruitment efforts
must be intensified. The National. Center for Education Statistics
reported that of the college-bound high school seniors in 1980, only 3%
of the males and 10% of the females intended to major in education.
These percentages are down from 6% for males and 19% for females
eight years earlier According to the 21 September 1983 issue of Educa-
tion Week, the n mber of students planning to major in education is
less than half th number in 1974-75. In 1972-73, 15% of the women
who took the S T planned to be education majors; in 1983 only 6...7%
reported that in e tion. A recent survey of teacher supply and deman6
(Akin, 1982) re orted adecrease of 41% in the number of new elemen-
tary teachers a 51% in the number of new secondary teachers between
1970 and 1980.

As teacher andards become :,:ore rigorous, the number of teachers
being trained !I decrease, but the quality will improve. And, as in any
supply-and-de and situation, the cost of the product will increase as
quality increa and quantity decreases. In this regard, the future looks
bright;

State legis atures; state boards and commissions, organizations of
colleges; NC. TE; and the NEA are all exerting new influences on
teacher educ tion program appr.jval; Positive change will likely occur
from these e forts; but the most dramatic changes will occur in those
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states where the legislature and state education agency have made a
commitment; developed a plan;,and provided resources. The states in
which NEA affiliates are implementing the NEA's Action Plan will also
experience positive changes if the affiliates are successful in gaining the
cooperation of other organizations.:

State certification requirements in general are being' upgraded across
the country: The use of certification examinations and internships, as
well as changing polidies for renewal of certification, will significantly
strengthen state systems. Teacher preparation programs are becoming
more rigorous. The trend is clearly toward better screening of the can:
didates desiring to enter programs, as well as ensuring thai graduates
have, a series of skills and experiences designed to prepare them
academically and realistically for classrooms. The changes underway in-
national accreditation will likely serve to keep better programs in opera-
tion while weeding out those that do not come up to the revised stan-
dards.

The efforts to improve teacher quality during this period of declining
resources are encouraging, refreshing, and courageous. A less vital
system easily could have collapsed or have been seriously weakened
under the pres. ure. Ours has not. However, the impact of the Changes
taking place wi:1 need careful study. Several problems exist: The use of
examinations, for example, has had a negative impact on the number of
minority teachers entering the teaching profession. The 92% decline in
Florida among minority, students admitted to teacher education because
of the basic skills test is an area of concern. In Alabama; 81% of the
white students who took the basic professional studies test passed. it,
while only 43% of the blaCk candidates passed.

Procedures for evaluating interns during beginning teacher programs
also present problems. Determining which competencies- be
evaluated, the effect of the settings; and methodological problems of
reliable observations are areas Of concern, although 'Florida is making
strides toward resolving these problems.

Overall, it appears that teacher quality will increase over the years as
a result of the current reform efforts. Other incentives to attract quality
candidates and increase salaries complement these efforts. The problem
of providing high quality teachers 4r(hools is being addressed; and
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the changes currently underway will make a difference. With time, the.
improAred quality of teachers in schooLs will be evident. This will all hap-
pen:if teacher quality continues to be a high priority not only with
teacher educators.but also with the majority of people in, the country.
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